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Abstract

This paper addresses the effects of bond and grains of abrasive tools on the edge aspect of ground glass surface. Diamond grains and silicon carbide (SiC) grains combined with two bond types, i.e., resin and metal, were considered for the study. The surface edge characteristics were characterized using scanning electron microscope (SEM) and interferometer observations. In particular, the spectrum of arithmetic mean was investigated for distinguishing the different scales of analysis. Experimental results showed that the grinding force was sensitive to bond type and wheel velocity. Using diamond grits' wheel, it was found that roughness level obtained with metallic bond is lower than that obtained with resin bond. However, using a resin-bonded wheel, two mechanisms of material removal were revealed according to grains' type. (i) A partial ductile regime, i.e., ductile streaks and brittle fracture, obtained with diamond grains, and (ii) a fully ductile regime obtained with SiC grains. Thus, it was found that ground surface obtained using SiC grains' wheel has a better roughness than that obtained using diamond grains wheel. Besides, SiC grains seem to lead to more marked streaks and form defects.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, abrasion removal process in manufacturing brittle materials is still badly known. For example, the interaction between the abrasive multi-grains and the job surface in grinding is a complex process. The process is complicated, in one hand, by the random nature of the abrasive grains in their shape and geometrical arrangement and, in other hand, by the nature of the material, i.e., brittle material.

For several years, many investigations (Fielden and Rubenstein, 1965; Vaidyanathan and Funni, 1972; Marlot, 1972) underlined the possibility of material flow under certain conditions when grinding glass. Bowden and Hughes (1937) and Bowden and Scott (1958) found that material flow occurs when the temperature at surface reaches the softening threshold of the glasses. In addition, Bisignano and Simon (1953) showed that glasses might flow even at room temperature when high hydrostatic stresses were applied. The glass behavior was further understood through the analysis of damage of surface finish. Generally, brittle fracture at surface generates severe sub-surface damage and poor surface finish as reported by Sun et al. (2006). However, under good conditions, better surface finish with ductile streaks can be obtained on brittle materials (Zhang, 2003). It was reported in a previous work (Demirci et al., 2006) that damage varied sensitively with processing parameters, i.e., wheel velocities, feed rate and depth of cut. It might occur under three different regimes. (i) At relatively low velocities, a first partial ductile regime in which cutting action was accompanied by chip formation takes place generally. (ii) Fragmentation regime, however, takes place at intermediate velocity values, and finally, (iii) a second partial ductile regime, characterized by ploughing action with displaced material, can also be reached for relatively high velocities. It is worth to note that these findings were obtained for a single type of wheel. The characteristics of processed surface should markedly evolve with the nature of grains and bond of the wheel.

Generally, the bond plays a very important role, as it is responsible for retaining the rigid inclusions against pull-out mechanisms (Malkin, 1989). Surface finish performances and the obtained flow are linked with nature (Desmars and Margerat, 1994) and, of course, with the type of bond (Venkatesh et al., 2005). In grinding, many differences in surface characteristics were underlined between the resin bond and the metallic bond. Resin is a soft bond that offers better quality of surface finish for similar diamond grits' size, surface roughness produced by a bronze-bonded tool is higher than the one produced by resin-bonded tool. However, wear of resin-bonded stones generally appears faster. This can decrease efficiency of the wheel as mentioned by Tong et al. (2006). It was found that ductile streaks at ground surface are found more when resin bond is used than when metallic bond is used (Venkatesh et al., 2005; Desmars and Margerat, 1994).
Density, reparation, shape, nature and wear type of grains influence the grinding variables and quality of surface finish. Huerta (1974) investigated the evolution of force components and specific energy under different working parameters. He showed that it is easier to obtain viscous flow with silicon carbide grains than with diamond grains. Further, he evoked that grinding energy produced is more important using SIC grits' stone rather than using diamond one. Moreover, during grinding, grains' damage should affect the surface state. The quality of ground surface, i.e. roughness, was correlated with the wear of abrasive grains. In this context, Lao et al. (2006) investigated the characteristics and the wear modes of the diamond grits in the cut-off grinding glass using thin wheel. From their experimental findings, they showed that the major wear process of diamond particles observed for lower velocity follows three consecutive mechanisms: (i) protrusive; (ii) partial breakage, and (iii) pulled-out. These mechanisms result in a free cutting ability, a better grinding ratio, and a better straightness of cut. However, using alumina abrasive grains, Belkhir et al. (2007) found changes in the characteristics of the grains are due to the edge rounding caused by wear and changes in the edge angles are caused by fracture. In their work, Takahashi and Junkenbusch (2000) checked bronze-bonded wheel composed of diamond grains for three glass types with distinct grinding behavior. They showed that the specific energy of processing increases rapidly with abrasive grains' damage and decreases the strong dependency of grinding performance on both the process conditions and the glass type.

In this study, the influence of tool's structure is investigated. Indeed, the glass ground joints for two types of bonds and two types of grains were investigated under different working conditions. In particular, microscopic observations and multi-scale analysis were used to characterize the surface finish and to identify the different abrasion regimes.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Grinding devices: tools' properties and process variables

All the grinding experiments of glass were performed on CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled) machine (VEG 500 K100). A dynamometric cell (Kistler device), rigidly attached to the grinding machine and fixed under the glass specimen, was used in the rectangular box shape of size 400 mm x 100 mm x 10 mm, was used for recording the normal (F_n) and tangential (F_t) force components. The grinding operation has been carried out on only one edge of the specimen. Fig. 1a shows a schematic illustration of the wheel and specimen configuration. A power cell is also available to record the active power during the grinding operation. The machine is equipped with a tank and a pump to inject the cutting liquid in the grinding zone.

A specified system installed on the tools ensures a sustained cooling. This system follows the path of grinding. The fluid used is water whose speed is similar to that of wheels. The working parameters during the grinding of glass are as follows: wheel velocity (n_w), workpiece velocity (v_p), and the depth of cut (a_p) as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The analysis will be limited to soda-lime-silica glass (float glass).

In this study, the influence of the wheel tool structure (type of grains and material of bond) on grinding mechanics, material removal, and surface finish was investigated. Three different wheel types with 100 mm diameter were considered: (i) diamond wheel with metal bond (diamond-M) and regular grains with plane faces; (ii) diamond wheel with resin bond (diamond-R) and irregular grains with acute angle; and (iii) silicon carbide wheel with resin bond (SiC-R) and irregular grains with acute angle. Fig. 10-16 shows examples of shape of diamond and silicon carbide grains.

The grains of the wheel used here have similar morphologies that those shown in Fig. 1 whereas they have smaller size. These wheels with R grade were supplied by Ashai Diamond Industrial Europe S.A.S. The grit size of diamond and SiC is 46 μm, which corresponds to R3A 46. The concentration of grain in each wheel was 3100 particles per mm². Moreover, resin bonded diamonds were coated by a fine layer of nickel. The thickness of the grinding wheel is 10 mm. All characteristics of these three wheel tools are listed in Table 1.

Each of the wheels was initially dressed using the standard diamond tool. Before starting the acquisition of data, wheels were dressed and "run-in" on glass samples. During the experiments, semi-finished configuration has been used. The manufacturer used wheel velocities ranging between 15 and 25 m s⁻¹ and maximum depth of cut of 0.5 mm. However, this depth must be larger than the grains' diameter. The wheels were not re-trimmed and re-dressed after each test whereas they were re-trimmed and re-dressed after each series of tests. However, in this study, the focus is not on the investigation of the wear mechanisms but on the glass surface.

Nine velocities were used for diamond-M wheel, Six velocities were used for diamond-R and SiC-R. The CNC machine is limited to 2.5 m min⁻¹. The depth of cut must be below 0.5 mm but larger than the grain's diameter. In addition, Huerta (1974) showed that, in general, the increase in the depth of cut (a_p) by a factor six does not produce noticeable differences in resulting surface morphology when grinding with diamond wheel. For these reasons, only one value of depth of cut was used, i.e., 0.1 mm of material was removed from the glass test-piece for each wheel. All the parameters values are listed in Table 2. Each test was repeated 5 times.

2.2. Multi-scale surface analysis

The conventional approach leading to a simple value of arithmetic roughness (R_a) in a limited band of wavelength is not enough for characterizing precisely the surface finish of the glass edge acquired after grinding. This is because the topography of the surface is charged on a broad band of wavelength. A wavelet based method using Mexican hat wavelet is developed to analyze the multi-scale feature of the finished ground glass surface. We refer to texture (Fielden and Rubenstein, 1969). This multi-scale surface analysis method was summarized here. An extensive description of this approach is available in open literature (Lee et al., 1998).

The methodology consists of the decomposition of the surface data sets into different components at each scale from roughness to waviness (Zhouou et al., 2001). This decomposition uses continuous wavelet transform which can be viewed as a mathematical microscope where the resolution are the basic functions obtained from a single wavelet or mother wavelet \( \psi(x) \) by dilatation (or compression) and translation (Zhouou et al., 2003). The surface topography components pass through a filter bank composed of a set of contracting wavelets. The 2D wavelet transform of a 2D surface topography \( f(x,y) \) can be defined as follows:

\[
W_{a,b}(x,y) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{ab}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x,y) \psi \left( \frac{x-bx}{a} \right) \psi \left( \frac{y-by}{b} \right) dx dy
\]

where \( a_0 \) and \( b_0 \) are the contraction coefficients with respect to the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. \( h_x \) and \( h_y \) are the translation coefficients with respect to x-axis and y-axis, respectively. It is worth to note that the term \( 1/\sqrt{ab} \) is required to conserve energy across scales for the two-dimensional wavelets.

The surface topography is analyzed at various locations by Mexican hat wavelets of various dilations. The two-dimensional Mexican hat wavelet specified on \( \{a,b\} \) coordinate system is given by the following form:

\[
\psi(r) = (2 - r^2)e^{-r^2/2}
\]
The coordinate vector $r(x)$ specifies two spatial coordinates. Thus, one useful property of the wavelet transform, when using continuous wavelets such as Mexican hat, is its ability to produce simultaneously a good local matching of the topographical signal features in the space and frequency domains. The scale $a$ is therefore inversely proportional to all its characteristic frequencies. The methodology is to extract each scale by inverse wavelet transform, and to quantify the arithmetic mean value for each scale. The objective is to determine the spectrum of arithmetic mean (Sm) value from the scales of waviness to roughness (Zaboumi et al., 2008).

In this study, surface topography of the glass edge was carried out by a three-dimensional white-light interferometer (Wyko NT 3300). The surface was sampled in 320 x 1546 points with a 3.88 μm step scale in the x-direction and in the y-direction, which correspond to a surface of 1.24 mm x 6 mm.

### Table 1
Characteristics of wheels used for experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheel type</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Grain type</th>
<th>Grain size (μm)</th>
<th>Bond type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond-M</td>
<td>DC240602.3M4</td>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Copper clay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond-R</td>
<td>DC26602.3M4</td>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Resin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-R</td>
<td>CARR065002.5M76</td>
<td>Silicon carbide</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Resin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Influence of nature of bond

The influence of the nature of bond on surface edges finishing was studied. Two wheels with different bonds were used for experimental tests: a diamond grain/metallic-bonded wheel (diamond-M) and a diamond grain/resin-bonded wheel (diamond-R). The characteristics of the two wheel types are reported in Table 1. The reason for enlightening the influence of bond stiffness, specific energy, force components, and surface finishing state were analyzed.

3.1.1. Specific energy evolution

A fundamental parameter for characterizing the grinding process is the specific energy, which is defined as the energy consumed per unit volume of material removed. The specific grinding energy defines the mechanisms of releasing of a glass volume fraction from the operated specimen. The evolution of specific energy with wheel velocities was studied for the two wheels considered. The plots of energy given in Fig. 2 were deduced from the power measured during grinding operation.

As can be seen, for diamond-M wheel, the specific energy still remains relatively low (~4 mJ/mm²) up to 21 m/s and after which it increases sharply to reach 15 mJ/mm². From 22 to 30 m/s, the specific energy remains almost constant. Beyond the velocity of 10 m/s, it falls by a factor of 3 to reach approximately 5 mJ/mm². This evolution shows three different energy regimes as explained in a previous work (Domenici et al., 2008). Using the diamond-R wheel, specific energy remains relatively low for the velocities' range. It

### Table 2
Grinding parameters used for the different wheels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheel type</th>
<th>$v_g$ (mm/s)</th>
<th>$v_r$ (mm/mm)</th>
<th>$a_g$ (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond-M</td>
<td>14, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond-R</td>
<td>14, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-R</td>
<td>14, 26, 30, 32, 33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increases slightly in linear manner between 4 and 7 mm/s. For this wheel, there is no transition zone. Beyond 30 m/s, the resin bond diamond-R wheel burns and this prevented in carrying out experiments at high velocity values.

3.1.2. Grinding forces

The evolution of the force with the wheel velocities has been studied for the two wheels used. The plots of both, the tangential and the normal components are given in Fig. 3. As observed for specific energy, the forces components recorded for diamond-M wheel show three different zones. These different zones correspond to the three energy zones explained above. The forces components obtained using diamond-M increase quickly beyond 11 m/s and then, it starts to fall slightly until a velocity of 30 m/s. After that, it drops to reach values close to those obtained in regime 1 where velocity is relatively low. However, the normal and tangential forces seem to stagnate at 41 and 8 N, respectively, when the resin-bonded wheel is used.

The fact that there is no transition observed in specific energy and force components in the data obtained with diamond-R wheel implies that there is only one material removal regime when grinding the glass. In order to support this finding, SEM observations and multi-scale analysis were performed for characterizing the material removal mechanisms. Microscopic inspections were used to examine the damage on the ground surface. However, the different scales of the surface signature, i.e., roughness waviness corresponding to streak generation, and form defect, were investigated by using the second technique of analysis.

3.1.3. Material removal mechanisms: damage

Ground surfaces obtained with both the diamond-R and the diamond-M wheels were characterized for the different regimes. Only one velocity was considered per regime. SEM micrographs corresponding to each regime are presented in Fig. 4. Micrographs obtained using diamond-R were compared to those reported in the previous work (Demicor et al., 2008). In comparison, focus is essential put on damage generated by material removal mechanisms.

Firstly, it can be seen that the surfaces finished by diamond-R wheel exhibit similar aspects and this implies that the mechanism of material removal is insensitive to the velocity. From the micrographs of Fig. 4a-c, it appears that there exists a ploughing phenomenon for the three cases caused by a double action of wheel motion. A first action, dealing with brittle phase, occurs as soon as the wheel comes into contact with the glass surface. At the first stage, multiple microcracks would initiate rapidly from the sharp zones of wheel grains, which is typical to abrasion operations (Swain, 1976). A second action taking place once cracks initiated at the contact of wheel grains, consists in pushing over the material in such a manner to disappear the sharp peaks at ground surface. It results in a combination of a brittle mechanism and a ductile mechanism, which is known as partial ductile regime.

As can be seen in Fig. 4d and e (partial ductile regime) (fragmentation regime), the ground surfaces obtained with the metallic-bonded wheel are quite different from those obtained with resin-bonded wheel at identical velocities. However, Fig. 4f shows an aspect much more similar to the aspect of ground surfaces using diamond-R wheel. Thus, it can be underlined that material removed by resin-bonded wheel corresponds to a partial ductile regime.

The presence of unique regime in resin-bonded grinding maybe explained by tow mechanisms. In one hand, the wear mechanism acts much more markedly on resin bond than on metallic bond and thus leading to different kinetics of regeneration of active grains. This means that during the test time, grains in contact with job surface have a shape very close to that of new grains. In another hand,
the temperature growth simultaneously acts on the wear mechanisms in such a manner so as to enhance the regeneration of grains' layer by softening the resin through heat effects. This leads to a high wear rate through mechanical wear of the bond around the grains.

3.1.4 Surface finish characterization

Fig. 5 shows the SMax spectrum on various scales for different velocities and the two wheels used. Three different zones corresponding to the different textures scales were distinguished.

The right zone is associated to high frequencies and corresponds to roughness scale. The central zone is related to the waviness scale, which is defined here as the amplitude of striae. Finally, the left zone results in the form defects induced by the grinding wheel.

For the ground surfaces obtained using resin-bonded, the waviness zone does not exhibit peaks, thus proving the absence of striae, as was observed in SEM micrographs. Nevertheless, high peaks in the waviness zone were observed in ground surfaces obtained using metallic-bonded wheel. This corresponds to striae localized on a scale of 0.85 mm. The absence of striae does not mean that the damage regime is only brittle; however, it indicates that there are no ploughing mechanisms. The presence of displaced material, as described in previous section, justifies the partial ductile mode. These findings are well consistent with the observations of Venkatesh et al. (2005).

For the diamond-R wheel, the roughness measured for both the velocities of 18 and 30 m s⁻¹ is approximately the same. SMax still remains relatively constant about a mean value of 0.15 μm. This value of SMax coincides closely with the one obtained using diamond-M at 30 m s⁻¹. However, at 18 and 40 m s⁻¹, the SMax value measured at diamond-M ground surfaces varies between 0.15 and 0.3 μm. Thus, SMax discrepancy is shown to be lower on ground surface using diamond-R wheel, which implies that the roughness obtained on glass surface with diamond-R wheel is better than the one acquired using diamond-M. The absence of peaks observed on SMax of diamond-R ground surface lies to the absence of form defects.

3.2 Influence of grains

The influence of grain's nature on grinding of glass was investigated using resin-bonded wheel. Results obtained during grinding
with diamond grains were compared to those obtained from the grinding of the same glass with silicon carbide grains. In particular, material removal was discussed through damage inspections and scales were accordingly detailed by SEM analysis.

3.2.1. Specific energy evolution
The specific energy was evaluated from the power measured during the experiments carried out using SIC-R wheel and diamond-R wheel. The evolution of the energy with the wheel velocity is given in Fig. 4. As illustrated, the specific energy in the two cases remains nearly constant when the wheel velocity increases. However, the energy obtained with SIC grains wheel (≈24 J mm⁻³) is approximately four times higher than the energy obtained with diamond grains wheel (≈6 J mm⁻³). The wide discrepancy between the two curves is fundamentally explained by a difference in terms of material removal mechanism. The stability observed in energy should prove, one more time, that there exists only one regime of removal material.

3.2.2. Grinding forces
The evolution of the force with the wheel velocity was studied for the two considered grains types, the plots of both, the tangential and the normal components given in Fig. 5, are relatively constant when the wheel velocity increases. Besides, a marked discrepancy between the two curves was observed. Normal force recorded for SIC grains wheel reaches 80 N, while the one recorded for diamond grains wheel exceeds slightly the half of that value. Although fluctuations appeared higher for SIC grain's tool, their level did not exceed 10%.

Similarly, the tangential force engendered by diamond grains’ tool does not exhibit marked variation with the velocity, and remains relatively constant as seen for normal component. On contrary, SIC grains wheel seems to act in such a manner to decrease the tangential force by about 1.5 times lower when the velocity increases by a factor of about 1.66. Therefore, the force generated by the SIC wheel is higher than the one generated by the diamond one whatever the velocity value. The maximum ratio between the two curves of tangential force obtained reaches approximately 4.

These results are in good concordance with those of Huerta (1974), who found that the grinding forces obtained with SIC grains’ tools are approximately one order of magnitude higher than those obtained using diamond grains’ tools.

The deviation in force level obtained by SIC grains’ tool and diamond grains’ tool allows to conclude that the nature of regime is eventually different. As the bond is the same, only the nature of
2.2.3. Material removal mechanisms: damage

SEM micrographs of ground surfaces obtained by means of diamond grains' tool and silicon carbide grains were investigated at least for 25 ms\(^{-1}\) in order to characterize the material removal mechanisms. Fig. 8 shows the surface aspect following grinding using diamond grains' tool.

In spite of the appearing of facets as a consequence of brittle fracture, the micrograph exhibits traces that prove the existence of an eventual material flow. This should result in the partial ductile regime with displaced material as previously discussed.

The surface aspect obtained using silicon carbide grains' tool, given in Fig. 8b, seems to be quite different from the diamond grains' ground surface. The SiC grains' tool leads to more marked streaks, which prove that material was removed according to a ductile mechanism. Besides, the absence of facets indicates that brittle fracture is unlikely. Thus, material removed by means of silicon carbide tool was reflected by a ductile regime characterized by an extensive plastic flow and sparsely brittle damage; the level of brittle damage is reduced in SiC-ground samples. These interpretations were supported by the nature of surface aspect, which is shown in the enlarged view of Fig. 8b.

2.2.4. Surface finish characterization

Fig. 9 shows the Smo spectrum built following the grinding of surfaces using the two resin-bonded wheels. In particular, surfaces obtained at 18 and 30 ms\(^{-1}\), were examined.

At roughness scale (right zone), the Smo plots seem to be constant with a mean value of 0.15 µm for the SiC grains' tool and about 0.18 µm for the diamond grains' tool. The surfaces obtained with silicon carbide grains' tool have a slightly better roughness than those obtained with diamond grains' tool.

In waviness scale, the surfaces obtained with SiC grains' tool exhibit peaks with marked intensity, whereas one of the peaks of ground surfaces using diamond grains' tool is observed much lower. The presence of the peak justifies the material flow (ploughing) due to a ductile regime. On contrary, a low peak value as seen with diamond grains should prove the presence of low ploughing amplitude results in a partial ductile regime.
It was also interesting to point out that the form defects are more pronounced when surfaces are achieved with silicon carbide grains' tool (peak in shape scale) than those ground with diamond grains' tool.

Analysis of specific energy confirms the difference in regimes. The energy spent when grinding with silicon carbide grains' tools is higher than the one generated during grinding by diamond grains wheels. An extensive flow should require a large energy (Huetta, 1974). As observed here, the roughness of glass surfaces obtained with silicon carbide grains is better than that obtained with diamond grains. This is in good agreement with literature findings that (Brown et al., 1985) indicated that the fragile regime is generally characterized by a higher roughness unlike to ductile regime that results in lower roughness.

4. Conclusions

This work attempts to study the influence of bonds and grains' type of abrasive tools during glass grinding. For these reasons, three different wheels are used. The following concluding remarks can be underlined:

- Firstly, resin bond and metallic bond were used in diamond grains' tools to investigate the variation of the surface finish aspect with the nature of the bond. As reported in a previous work, metallic bond encompassing diamond grains' tool, which has lead to three regimes of material removal, can be easily distinguished through the variation of grinding energy with velocity increases. On contrary, a single regime associated with partial ductile material removal mechanisms was identified when glass surface was ground using diamond grains' tool consisting of a resin bond.

- Secondly, the influence of the abrasive grains' nature is investigated while only one bond type, i.e. resin bond, is considered. Surface achieved by diamond grains' tool and silicon carbide tool are compared with another. The analysis of ground specimens showed that there exists a difference in material removal mechanisms between the silicon carbide grains' finish surface and the diamond grains' finish surface. Ductile regime obtained with SC grains' tool seems to result in a ductile flow whereas diamond grains' tool seems to result in a partial ductile flow combined with displaced material.
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